




































































































































































































Flct5:  5-minute GLM proxy flash count, 
updated every minute
VIL: Vertically Integrated Liquid (radar)
VILFRD: VIL combined with 5-minute Flash 
Rate Density
VILFRD = 100 * ( ((VIL/45) ≤ 1) + 
(sqrt(Flct5/45) ≤ 1) )
Track values where VILFRD ≥ 20, using 
increments of 20, with anything over 100 set 
to 100.
Tracker (WDSSII w2segmotionll) builds cells 
until a minimum size threshold is met. 
Several sizes tested; we use ~200 km2 for 
large storms, ~80 km2 for smaller storms.
First see if values exceeding 100 cover large 
enough area (e.g., cells 26, 42, 72, 83)
If not, include values exceeding 80 (e.g., cells 66, 89)
If not, include values exceeding 60 (e.g., cell 66, 89), 40 












Tracking uses WDSSII w2segmotionll, with maximum overlap approach for associating cells 
from one time step to the next.
Cells are projected forward from time t to t+1 (1-minute increments, so projected motion has 
very little effect)
If an observed cell at t+1 matches a cell location projected forward from t, within (5 km) or (1 x 
Size of Cell), then it is associated with that previously identified cell’s history.
If a cell disappears in one time step, it cannot re-appear later.
Outside WDSSII, “broken tracks” are objectively merged. If WDSSII has a new cell begin at t+1
within 20 km of where a previous cell track ended at time t, those cell histories are tied 
together.  (This last step is not reflected in animation, but is in flash rate time series .)
LMA vs. GLM Proxy Flash Rate and Jumps
Cell 4 / Cell D 11‐11‐02
Tornado:  Hail:   Wind:   GLM Jump: LMA Jump:
The Next Step: Understanding the Physics Behind the Jump
Key points this analysis will address:
1) What physically is going on in the cloud 
when there is a jump in lightning?
‐ Updraft variations, Ice fluxes
2) How do these processes fit in with severe 
storm conceptual models?
3) What would this information provide an 
end user?
‐ Relate LJA to radar observations, like changes 
in reflectivity, MESH, VIL,  etc. based multi‐
Doppler derived physical relationships
Adapted from Deierling et al. 2008, JGR
KHTX‐ARMOR dual‐Doppler analysis July 19, 2006
Time height of reflectivity (top) flash rate w/ lightning jumps (red 
asterisks; middle) and VIL (blue; bottom) and MESH (green; bottom)
Summary of Ongoing Work
 Refining and developing GLM lightning proxy database      
 Transformed VHF‐based NA‐LMA to optical lightning proxy using 
LIS and statistical‐physical methods
 Developed representative proxy lightning (e.g., GLM resolution, 
8 km) for 37 events (100’s of cells) from 2002‐2010 over NA‐LMA. 
Turn‐key for new cases, as needed.
 Improving multi‐sensor (GLM proxy, radar) cell 
(object)‐oriented tracking                                                   
 Optimized current WDSS‐II/K‐means cell tracking algorithm to 
reduce tracking ambiguity for LJA
 Developing LJA as an automated objective system
 Began adaptation of LJA (rules, thresholds) to GLM proxy and 
multi‐sensor object tracking improvements
 Investigated environmental controls on LJA for identification and 
mitigation of known LJA biases during low topped convection
Summary of Ongoing Work
 Studying fusion of LJA with radar data and products
 Reflectivity‐based, dual‐Doppler, dual‐polarization
 For operational use and solidifying the LJA conceptual model
 Exploring use of LJA and LJA/radar in forecasting 
process and operational situational awareness
 User interactions and feedback within NASA SPoRT and local 
NWS offices
